WHO INVENTED THE HELICOPTER?  
WHO TRANSFORMED LA GARE D'ORSAY IN MUSEE D'ORSAY?  
WHO FOUNDED THE METRO OF MILAN?  
WHO BROUGHT THE FIRST COMPUTER TO ITALY?  
WHO DID THE RECONSTRUCTION OF POTSDAMER PLATZ IN BERLIN?  
WHO DESIGNED THE CHAIR “LA SUPERLEGGERA”?  
SELECT POLITECNICO DI MILANO FOR YOUR EXCHANGE PERIOD ABROAD!  

GIOVANNI BATTISTA PIRELLI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, FOUNDER OF THE PIRELLI & C. AND INVENTOR OF THE FIRST ITALIAN TIRE (1890)  

ENRICO FORLANINI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, INVENTOR OF THE HELICOPTER (1877)  

CARLO EMILIO GADDA  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, WRITER AND POET, AUTHOR OF THE NOVEL “THAT AWFUL MESS ON THE VIA MERULANA” (1946)  

GIO PONTI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, DESIGNER OF THE PIRELLI TOWER (1950)  

GIAN LUIGI BANFI, LODOVICO BARBIANO DI BELGIOJOSO, ENRICO PERESSUTTI, ERNESTO NATHAN ROGERS  
POLIMI GRADUATES, FOUNDERS OF THE STUDIO BBPR AND CREATORS OF THE VELASCA TOWER IN MILAN (1950)  

LUIGI DADDA  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, BROUGHT THE FIRST CALCULATOR TO ITALY (1954)  

GIULIO NATTA  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, THE NOBEL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY (1963)  

VICO MAGISTRETTI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, DESIGNER OF THE “ECLISSE” LAMP (COMPASSO D’ORO PRIZE 1967)  

LUIGI LORENZO SECCHI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, INVOLVED IN THE RESTORATION OF LA SCALA AFTER THE SECOND WORLD WAR (1956)  

ACHILLE CASTIGLIONI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, DESIGNER OF THE “PARENTESI” LAMP (COMPASSO D’ORO PRIZE 1979)  

ERCOLE BOTTANI  

GUIDO UCELLI DI NEMI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, FOUNDER OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY LEONARDO DA VINCI (1953)  

ALDO ROSSI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, FIRST ITALIAN WINNER OF THE PRITZKER PRICE FOR ARCHITECTURE (1990)  

GAE AULENTI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, TRANSFORMED LA GARE D’ORSAY IN THE MUSÉE D’ORSAY (1980)  

GIANFRANCO FERRÉ  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, FOUNDER OF ONE OF THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS FASHION BRANDS  

ANGELO MANGIAROTTI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, WINNER OF THE COMPASSO D’ORO PRIZE (1994)  

LUIGI COMENCINI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, FILM DIRECTOR, SCREENWRITER, WINNER OF THE LEONE D’ORO PRIZE AT THE VENICE FILM FESTIVAL (1987)  

MARCO ZANUSO  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, CREATOR OF THE “GRILLO” TELEPHONE (COMPASSO D’ORO PRIZE 1967)  

FAUSTO MELOTTI  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, WINNER OF THE REMBRANDT PRIZE (1973)  

ALBERTO RIVA  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, INVENTOR OF THE HYDRAULIC TURBINES OF THE FIRST POWER STATION OF THE NIAGARA FALLS –  

RENZO PIANO  
A POLIMI GRADUATE, LEAD ARCHITECT DURING THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE POTSDAMER PLATZ IN BERLIN (FROM 1992 TO 2000)  

THEY MADE THEIR CHOICE. WHAT ABOUT YOU?  

POLITECNICO DI MILANO  
THE REGION GUARANTEES…

IS AMONG THE BEST TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC UNIVERSITIES IN THE WORLD*  
HAS AN INSPIRING INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT  
SHARP QUALITY EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES  
DOUBLES AND TRIPLE DEGREES SEEKING COLLABORATION FROM MORE THAN 100 COUNTRIES  
IS PART OF COUNTERS NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECTS  
BREATHE ENTREPRENEURSHIP  

THEM:  
DO YOU KNOW…  
WHO DESIGNED THE “PARENTESI” LAMP, WHICH WON THE “COMPASSO D’ORO” PRIZE IN 1979?  
WHO DESIGNED THE CHAIR “LA SUPERLEGGERA”?

YOU:  
WHO DID THE RECONSTRUCTION OF POTSDAMER PLATZ IN BERLIN?

THEM:  
WHO BROUGHT THE FIRST CALCULATOR TO ITALY?

YOU:  
WHO DESIGNED A-chair FROM POLIMI'S DESIGN DEPARTMENT?

THEM:  
WHO INVENTED THE HELICOPTER?

YOU:  
WHO TRANSFORMED LA GARE D’ORSAY IN MUSEE D’ORSAY?

THEM:  
WHO FOUNDED THE METRO OF MILAN?

YOU:  
WHO BUILT THE FIRST COMPUTER IN ITALY?

THEM:  
WHO DESIGNED THE CHAIR “LA SUPERLEGGERA”?

YOU:  
WHO DESIGNED THE “PARENTESI” LAMP, WHICH WON THE “COMPASSO D’ORO” PRIZE IN 1979?

THEM:  
WHO INVENTED THE HELICOPTER?

YOU:  
WHO TRANSFORMED LA GARE D’ORSAY IN MUSEE D’ORSAY?

THEM:  
WHO FOUNDED THE METRO OF MILAN?

YOU:  
WHO BROUGHT THE FIRST COMPUTER TO ITALY?

THEM:  
WHO DID THE RECONSTRUCTION OF POTSDAMER PLATZ IN BERLIN?

YOU:  
WHO DESIGNED A-chair FROM POLIMI'S DESIGN DEPARTMENT?

THEM:  
WHO INVENTED THE HELICOPTER?

YOU:  
WHO TRANSFORMED LA GARE D’ORSAY IN MUSEE D’ORSAY?
## EXCHANGE STUDIES

Politecnico di Milano has many exchange agreements with the most qualified universities in Europe and in the world. Each year, there are more than 1000 students who study abroad through exchange programmes.

### Politecnico di Milano campus

- **Campus**: Milan, Bergamo, Como, Lecco, Mantova, Piacenza, Cremona, Monza.
- **Housing**: More than 3000 beds in different alternatives available.
- **Restaurants**: Total of 19 restaurants.
- **Services**: Wi Fi, Multilingual assistance, Free student transport, Access to libraries, Sports activities.

### Language requirements

- **Accademia di Calcestruzzo e di Tecnologia delle Costruzioni** (SCHOOL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERS) (SCS):
  - for courses in Italian: Level B1
  - for courses in English: Level B2

- **SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE URBAN PLANNING CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERINGSCHOOL OF DESIGN** (SD):
  - for courses in Italian: Level B1
  - for courses in English: Level B2

### Academic Calendar

- **First half of the academic year (AY 24.25)**: 09/09 to 06/01
- **Second half of the academic year (AY 25.26)**: 09/02 to 06/03

### Politecnico di Milano Services

- **Academic Calendar**
- **Housing**
- **Language requirements**
- **Multiservices**

---

## ARCHITECTURE

### EXCHANGE OF SCIENCE LEARNERS

- Bachelor's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

- Master's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

### EXCHANGE OF SCIENCE LEARNERS MAGISTRATE

- Bachelor's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

- Master's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

---

## DESIGN

### EXCHANGE OF SCIENCE LEARNERS

- Bachelor's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

- Master's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

### EXCHANGE OF SCIENCE LEARNERS MAGISTRATE

- Bachelor's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

- Master's Programmes
  - Architecture: 1
  - Urban Planning: 1
  - Construction Engineering: 1

---

## ENGINEERING

### EXCHANGE OF SCIENCE LEARNERS

- Bachelor's Programmes
  - Engineering: 1
  - Industrial Engineering: 1
  - Information Engineering: 1

- Master's Programmes
  - Engineering: 1
  - Industrial Engineering: 1
  - Information Engineering: 1

### EXCHANGE OF SCIENCE LEARNERS MAGISTRATE

- Bachelor's Programmes
  - Engineering: 1
  - Industrial Engineering: 1
  - Information Engineering: 1

- Master's Programmes
  - Engineering: 1
  - Industrial Engineering: 1
  - Information Engineering: 1

---

## POLITECNICO SERVICES

- **Academic Calendar**
- **Housing**
- **Language requirements**
- **Multiservices**